OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF JUDICIAL INQUIRY.
TO His Excellency Lieutenant Colonel Sir William ilfacbean George Colebrooke, K. IT.,
Lieuteizant Governor and Commander in Chief of the Province of New Brunswick,
iyc. iyc. cyc.
His Excellency Major General Sir John Harvey, the late Lieutenant Governor,
having, during his Administration of the Government of this Province, been pleased, in
pursuance of an Address of the House of Assembly, to appoint us Commissioners, “to
‘(‘ revise, and if’ necessary, to make a new Ordinance of Fees in the Supreme Court ;
4‘ and also to take into consideration the propriety of introducing into the Supreme
“ Court of this Province, the new Rules of Pleading in Civil Actions, at present in
cc force in England, so far as the same may be applicable to this Country ; and to
4L report the result of our doings to His Excellency the Lieutenant Governor, for the
‘g purpose of being laid before the Legislative Council and Assembly at the next
44 Session of the Legislature;”
We do herebv humbly certify to Your Excellency, that we have proceeded to the
consideration of&the subject matters of Inquiry, and to the discharge of the duty committed to US ; though we deeply regret, that the distance of our respective places of
residence from each other, and the full engagement we have met with in our ordinary
duties, have prevented our devoting as much time and care to the investigation contemplated in the Address of the Assembly, as its importance demands. ’
,In the prosecution of our Inquiry, we thought it right to request a return from the
Clerk of the Pleas in the Supreme Court, of the number of Suits in th’at Court, a-nd of
emoluments of his Office, foE the five years 1836 to 1840 inclusive, which request was
promptly complied with, and we beg to annex the return to this our Report. W e
also bv Circular Letters invited the attention of the Gentlemen of the Bar to the subject, ind requested their remarks as well in regard to the general policy of the new
Rules of Pleading, as to their application to the state of the Court and the Profession,
and the existing circumstances of the Province ; we further addressed Circular Letters to each of the Sheriffs, in respect of the fees of that Oflice, and suggested to them
that it might be expedient to furnish us with a statement of the average amount of fees
during their respe&e periods of Office, or for the last five years. From several of the Sheriffs% answers have been received, and from these, as well
as from conversations we have had with other Sheriffs on the subject, we can safely
state that there is a general complaint of the inadequacy of the emoluments to the
duties and responsibilities of that Office. esnecially with- reference to the Sheriff’s
services in Crihinal Cases, and in atteniancb on t6e Courts ; they complain also of
the difficulty of getting payment of their accounts, particularly if compelled to prove
them in Court, and that no stated fees are provided for their services, in proceedings
under the Absconding Debtors Act.
We have also beeifavored with useful communications from a few of the Gentlement of the Bar resident in the Province,7 for which we beg to express our acknowledgments. Our thanks are also particularly due to the Honorable Alexander Stewart,
a Barrister of this Pro,vince, but resident at Halifax, in Nova Scotia, for his valuable
suggestions.
In pursuing our Iriquiry, we endeavoured to make it as comprehensive as‘ the terms
of the Resolution of the Assembly would admit, and divided the subject under the
following six heads, which we think fully embrace all that was contemplated by that
/
Resolutibn :+ The Sheriffs of Saint John, Charlotte, King’s, Oueen’s and Sunbury.
j- The Gentlemen to whom our acknowledgements are due for their communications are the Honorable W. B, Kinnear,
Peter Stubs and J. H. Hart& Esquires.
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lst.-Amended Forms of Declarations as appointed by the General Rule of all the
J u d g e s i n England.-75%. Te,rm? 1 Wm. 4:
2nd. -,4s to the restrictions on the allowance of several Special Counts for the sarcne
Cause of L4ction. -Eng. Gen.. Rule, HZ 4 VVm, 4.
Srd.-Specification of Defence to be given in Evidence under the General Issue ;
substitution of’Specia1 Pleas, for the General Issue, inmany Cases ; improved form ’
of Pleas, &c. See Eny. Gen. Rrule, 4 Wm. 4. and Gen. Rule Trin. 1st TTitit.
4th.-Dating of Pleadings on the day upon which they are delivered ; delivery of
Pleadings without filing, subsequent to Declaratio.ns. flee Rules as above.
5th.--New forms of Issues, Nisi Prius Records, Posteas and Judgment Rolls. &‘ee
Rules as above.
6th.-Fees of Judges, Council, Attornies, Clerk, Sheriff’, Witnesses and Jurors.
We also deem it a proper matter for Tnquirv whether any purposed alteration in
the Practice of the Court would be best effetited by direct Legislative Enactments or
through the instrumentality of the Judges ; which was the course adopted in England.
First Heud.
Amended Forms of Declarations as appointed by the General Rule of all the Judges
in England.- Trin. 1 Wm. 4.
As to the propriety of introducing the new .Forms of Declaration, we believe there
will be no difference of opinion when the Fee Table is remodelled, and an adequate
Fee provided for this stage of the cause.
Under the present practice, in an ordinary Suit upon a Promissory Note, or for
Goods sold and delivered, the Declaration generallv consists of from eight to twelve
folio of one hundred words each, varyin g at the will or discretion of each Attornev ;
and the charge therefor is One Shilling for drawing and Six Pence for copying eakh
folio,. which charges are repeated in the Judgment Roll, and also in the A%si Prius
Record, if the cause be defended and go to Trial, with an addition%of Two Pence per
folio for engrossing on Parchment ;> whereas’ the improved Form of Declaration in
such a case, would consist of not more than four folios, “would be in every respect as
”
effective, and save a great deal of needless labour to the Attorney.
VVe propose in the New Table of Fees to provide a specific fee on the Declaration,
where it does not exceed a certain length; l&here the prescribed length is exceeded,
as must often unavoidablvY happen in Special Cases, we think the present charge should
be continrled.
fhond Head.
As to the restriction on the allowance of several Special Counts for the same Cause
of Action.
The reason assigned for introducing various counts or modes of setting out one
specifid cause of a&on, and the remed‘y for any abuse in the practice, are thus stated
bvu Mr. Chitty, in his well known Work on Pleading-Vol. I, page 390.
it. It is usual, particularly in Assumpsii, debt on simple contract, and actions on the
case, to set forth the PlaintX’s cause of action in various, shapes, in different collntsj
so that if the Plaintiff fail in the proof of one count, he may succeed on another.
‘P’“ile variations should be substantial, for if the different counts be so similar that the
same evidence would support each, the Court would on application, refer it to the
Master for examination, and to strike out the redundant counts, and in gross cases
direct the costs to be paid by the Attorney : but under the restriction of avoiding as
much as possible any unnecessary increase of the costs, it is advisable, when the
case will admit, to state in various counts the facts in different ways, corresponding
with the evidence which mav probably be adduced, and such counts are in general
progressively more brief and concise ; and this is particularlvY necessarv in, Special
“ Assumpsits 2,
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Assumpsits, where there is a doubt either as to the consideration, or the terms of
t,he contract, or the mode in which the Plaintiff performed his part, or the Defendant
6C
violated his. Thus, in a special actio n of Ass umpsit fo r a zbreach of promise of
66
Marriage, if the Defendant promised to marry u pon a par titular day, the first count
6C
is framed accordingly, but for fear the Plaintiff should n ot be able to prove such
cc
particular promise, it is usual, when the evidence may probably support the allegacc
tion, to add a count, to marry on request, and another, to marry generallv. So in
61
declaring on a Contract to deliver Goods, &c. sold, if the stipulation was io deliver
6i
within a specified time, and at a particular place, the first count is to be adapted to
66
such facts, and the second to deliver on request, or generally, and the third, within
6C
a reasonable time ; and it is frequently advisable to declare in different counts, the
66
one on an executory, the other on an executed consideration ; the first, to admit of
C6
evidence of the Defendant’s stipulation, at the time of the inception of the Contract ;
6C
the other of subsequent admissions or promises. And we have seen that in an
6C
action at the Suit of an Executor or Admmistrator, it is frequently necessarvJ to add a
cc
set of counts, on promises to the Plaintiff, in his representative capacity, in order to
cc
admit of evidence of a promise or acknowledgment to the Plaintiff to take the case
14
out of the Statute of Li*mitations. It is prop& also to add such COTIIKQOTZ counts, as
66
may be applicable to any part of the Plan&f& case.”
66

6C

At the time of writing these remarks, the propriety of inserting several special counts,
one cause of action, was much more obvious than it is at present; there was no
power then vested in the Judge to make any amendment in the Declaration, or other
pleadings, at the trial, and the effect of a trifling variance, in the evidence of a Contract, and in the statement of it or the Declaration, was fatal to the Plaintiff’s cause ;
since then, two important Legislative provisions have been made for remedying this
defect, viz : Acts 9 and 10 Geo. 4, c. l,- 7 t h W m . 4, c. 14, s. 7 and 8: which have
been taken from the English Statutes, 9 Geo. 4, c. 15, and 3 and 4 Wm. 4, c. 42,
s. 23: the first of which applied to variances between matters in writing given in
evidence, and the setting out of such on record ; the latter enlarges the power of
amendment in these, and extends it to several other cases. By these Acts, the Judge
at the trial, is authorized to allow amendments, where the variance is not material to
the merits of the case, subject to costs in certain cases, with power also to the Judge
to reserve any question as to the propriety of allowing such amendments, for the con.
sideration of the Court.
Notwithstanding these Legislative provisions, many cases must unavoidably occur,
where it will be advisable for the Attorney to introduce several special counts for the
same cause of action ; he may not be able to examine the witnesses, or place full dependence on the correctness of their extra judicial statement, or they may be persons
in the employment or interest of his adversary. But although the Attorney may be
often justified in resorting to several counts, it by no means follows, that what he has
so done out of regard to the interest of his client, should impose additional expense on
the opposite party.
After fully considering the matter, we have great doubts whether it is expedient to
make any express regulation on the subject. In the case of setting out the same cause
of action in various ways, the Defendant’s Counsel has it always in his power to require at the trial that the Verdict should be confined to the count or counts of the
Declaration which have been proved, and to that extent lessening the costs which the
Plaintiff recovers from the Defendant. This observation applies more particularly to
several-special counts ; but in Ass~x+2psit, which is the most general form of action, it
has been usual, as a prudent precaution, to add some of the common counts, most
frequently the money counts, and account stated, and this is a practice likelv to continue, but will not tend much to enhance the costs, when the new forms are introduced.
When cases occur where the Plaintiff fails in making out any cause of action on the
common counts, the Judge at the trial will, as a matter of course, on the application
of the Defendant’s Counsel, direct that the Verdict be not entered on those counts.
r
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Substitution of Special Pleas for the General Issue, in m a n y C a s e s ; improved
F o r m s , &kc. Pleas, &c.
As an Introduction to the remarks on this, which may be considered the most important head of inquiry, we beg to state briefly the forms of Personal Action in general use ; and of the general issue in such actions.
There are other forms of action, Real
ment is the only one in general use, and
we do not perceive to have undergone
same observations will apply to the actions
all but obsolete.

and -rMixed ; but of these, the action of Ejectthe form and mode o,f pleading in Ejectment
any alteration under the new Rules. T h e
of Account, Annuity ar Deceit, which are

The forms of Action which require our attention, are- \
1.
A ssumpsit.
2.
Covenant.
3.
Debt.
‘4 .
Detinue.
Replevin.
5.
6.
Trespass.
Trespass on the Case.
7.
ht.-Assumpsit, (or in other words, an action on the case upon promises,) mav be
considered applicable to all Contracts, co,mmon or special, express or implied, oral or
written, (except in cases of writings under seal,) and in this, the form of the General
Issue is, that the Defendant did not undertake or promise, in- manner and form as the
Plaintiff hath declared against him.
2nd.--Covenant, which is confined to breaches of Contract under sealed Instruments. The form of General Issue here is, 320~5 infreyit conwntiomen,~ but this form of
Pleading h,as long been exploded ; and what is usually considered the Getneral Issue,,
is non est factum, which in terms denies, that the sealed Instrument on which the action.
is brought is the deed of the Defendant.
3rd.~-De&, which is principally of four sorts :. lst-O%n Bonds or o t h e r s e a l e d
Instruments : 2nd~For the recovery of Monies due on other written, or on v e r b a l
Contracts : 3rd-On Judgments : 4th~On P e n a l kStatutes, o r o t h e r A c t s o f the>
Legislature, where this action is expressly or implied-ly @ven.
iLTiZ debit, that the Defendant does not owe the debt sought to be recovered, is the
form of the General Issue, but this is not applicable (with some few exceptions) to
actions on sealed Instruments,- in such actio’ns the Genera.1 Issue is understood to*be non est factum ; nor to actions on Judgments where the Plea is nful! Gel! recocr&
denving the existence of the Record of t!he Judgment set out in the Declaration. Irl
actions on Penal Statutes, there are two forms of the General Issue : nil debt%, which in.
terms denies that the Defendant has incurred the penalty or debt, and not gzii?ty,
which in terms denies the fact upon which the pe-nalty or debt accrues.
M,h.--Detinue, an action seldom resorted to, is founded on the unlawful detention of
specific chattels, in which the General Issue is 32032 detinet, denying the detention.
5t.h.-Re@ev&, which is in one sense’ a mixed action, the Plaintiff not merely proceeding for damages for the taking, but getting possession in the first instance of the.
property, which he alleges to have been tacken, on giving security to prosecute the
suit, to make a return of the goods,,if a return be awarded, and to pay all such damages
as may be awarded to the Defendant. The General Issue is non cepit, which admits
.the property of the Plaintiff, but denies the alleged taking..
6th -Trespass. For injuries to the person ; for taking away or injuring personal
’ property ; and for injury to real property in possession of the Plaintiff : and
70l.-- T r e s p a s s 0~2 the Case, which includes Trover, (the most common form of
action for trying the title to personal property) ; Actions against Sheriffs and other
Officers, or Professional Men, for neglect or breach of duty ; Slander ; Nuisance ;
Criminal Conversation ; Waste ; Disturbance of Ways ; for malicious Actions or
Prosecutions ; for consequential Damages ; and for a variety of other injuries, which
We,
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we need not here specify. The General Issue, both in Trespass and Trespass ordie
C%HC is, that the Defendant is not guiltyY of the premises laid tu his charge.
The object of all Pleading is to ascertain the subject for decision ; so the main
object of that system of Pleadin g, established in the Common Law of England, is to
ascertain it bv-the
production of an Issue, and the Pleadings are so conducted as
J
always to involve so&e question either of fact or law, disputed between the parties,
and mutually proposed and accepted by them, as the subject for decision ; and the
question so produced is called The Issue. (Steph. on Pleading, 135.)
An Issue is defined to be a single, certain and material lloint, issuing out of the
allegations or pleadings of the Plai&ff and Defendant,
T h e inten t is, that each party may know, before going to trial, what is the particular 13 oint i n dis pute, upon whom the proof of that point lies , and what counterproof
will be recei ved ; so that the parties may come prep ared with such evidence, and such
evidence only, as the nature .of the action and proceedings will admit.
But this being the object, it is obvious to anva, one, at all conversant with the pfoceegings in CouFts of Law, that the generality of the Pleadings in some of the f&Ins
of Action, particularly that of Common Assumpsit, very imperfectly effects the purpose
intended.
The evil arising from the generalitv in the Declaration, has been in a great measure
obviated by the use of “ Bills of Pirticulars ;” and by analogy thereto, it has often
been suggested, that a Defendant when pleading the General Issue, should accompany
it by a notice specifyin g the particular defence on which he intends to rely; but the
objection to this is, that the special ground of defence, does not appear on the Record,
as part of the pleadings ; and therefbre does not qualify the Issue on the Record ; and
it mav also be added, that the improved forms of Pleas are nearly as concise, as would
be a ilotice giving the necessarv irlf’ormation to the Plaintiff’; and ’ the danger to be
apprehended from too great a f&ilitv in setting forth the defence in this way is, that
a common form of notice would ~001; get into use, as has arisen in the case of set-off’
which would accompany the Plea of the General Issue, in most cases whether riecessarv or not.
in order that the grounds may be seen, on which Special Pleas have been so
Cl;enerallvr/ introduced into the Practice bf the English
Courts, in lieu of the General
2
Issue, we cannot do better than lav before Your Excellency, the follolving extract from
the Skcond Report of the Commissioners appointed to in&ire into th&ractice and
9oceedings of the Superior. Courts of Common* Law in England.%
cc One of the most important questions which has presented itself in the course of
our inquiries is, whether it is expedient to continue to any, and to what extent, the
use of that kind of Plea denominated the Ge?zercc1! Issue B under this plea, which is
in its shape a summary form of denial of the allegations in the Declaration, or some
principal part of them, a Defendant is at present allowed in certain actions, to put
the Plaintiff-’ to the proof of every thing alleged in the Declaration ; and in some,
not only to do this, but at the same time to prove in his own defence almost anj
kind of matter in corifessisn and avoidance, that is, matter which admitting tl<e
truth of the Plaintiff’s allegations, tend to repel or obviate their effect, On the other
hand, there are some kinds of action in which, if the defence consists of any matter
in confession and avoidance, it must be specially pleaded, and cannot be admitted in
proof under the General Issue ; and there are others in which, properly speaking,
there is no General Issue, and in which al1 the pleading may be considered as
.
sl3ecial.
4: That the present state of the Practice on this subject requires alteration, seems
to be universally felt ; but with respect to the Ic&d of alteration required, the views
taken by different pzrsons are suprisingly dissimilar : one set of o$nio& pointing
to the restriction of the General Issue ; and another1 to its wider application, and to
a correspondent extinguishment of Special Pleading. It will be found, however, on
reference to the written communications addressed to us, that there is a decided preponderance of authority in favor of the former course ; and we do not hesitate to
declare our own strong conviction, that it is the right one,, and that its c adoption
would be attended with highlvd beneficial results.
Lc we
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it We conceive that considerable misapprehension popularly prevails upon the sub(‘ ject of Specid Plmdinq.. That system was characterized, no doubt3 at former periods
of our legal history, by a tendency to prolix and tautologous allegation, an excessive
subtlety, and an overstrained observance of form ; and notwithstanding material
modern improvements, it still exhibits too much of the same qualities. These its
disadvantages are prominent, and well understood; its recommendations are, perhaps, less obvious, but when explained, cannot fail to be recognized as of far
superior weight.
sc Special Pleading, considered in its principle, is a valuable forensic invention,
peculiar to the Common Law of England, by the effect of which, the precise point
in controversy between the parties is developed, and presented in a shape fit for
decision. If that point is found to consist of matter of fact, the parties are thus
apprized of the exact nature of the question to be decided by the Jury, and are
enabled to prepare their proofs with proportionate precision. If, on the other hand,
it turns out to be matter of Law, they have the means of immediately obtaining the
decision of the cause, without the expense and trouble of a Trial bv Demurrer,---that is, bv referring the legal question, so evolved, to the deter&nation of the
Judges. *But where, instead of Special Pleading, the General Issue is used, and
under it, the Defendant is allowed to bring forward matters in confession and avoidance, these benefits’ are lost. Consisting, as the’ Plea does, Lof a mere summary
denial of the case stated by the Plaintiff, and giving no notice of any defensive allegation on which the Defendanfieans to rely, it sends the whole case, on either side,
to trial, without distinguishing the Fact from the Law, and without defining the
exact question or questions bf fact to be tried.
It not unfrequently therefore
happens, that the parties are taken by surprise, and find themselves opposed by
some unexpected matter of defence or reply, which from the want of timely notice,
they are not in due condition to resist. Ll But an effect of more common, and indeed almost invariable occuirence, is the
necessary accumulation of proof, -and consequently of expense ; for as nothing is
admitted upon the Pleadings, each party is obliged to prepare himself, as far as it
is practicable, with evidence upon all the different points which the nature of -the
action can by possibility make it, incumbent upon him to establish, though many of
them may turn out to be undisputed, and many of them may be such as his adversary, if compelled to plead specially, would have thought it undesirable to dispute.
c6 With respect to matters of Law, the inconvenience experienced, though -of a
different kind, is not less remarkable ; for when points of Law arise upon the
General Issue, instead of being developed by way of Demurrer, for adjudication
by the full Court in bslnc, thev are of necessity left to the decision of the single
Judge. before whom the caiasi is tried ; and the decision upon his sole authority,
deprived as he generally is of the advantage of any previous intimation of the matter
to be argued, and unable to refer to Books, i.s often found to be unsatisfactorv./ and
inconclC&ve. It. may even happen (and that is not an unfrcquent occurrence) that
the controversv under this form of Plea turns en,t+elu won matter of Law, there
being no fact &ally in dispute ; and in that case, the%-&le of decision by jury is
not Only defective,-but misplaced, and the trial might have been spared altogether,
if the -parties had proceeded by the way of Special Pleading, and raised ._ the question
u-pan Uemurrer.
4Q.notl~er ill consequence attendant upon the General Issue is, that as the t r u e
point of decision leas not been evolved in the Pleading, it becomes the business of
the Judge to extract it from the proofs and allegations before him, to sever correctly
the Law from the fact of the case, and again, the facts admitted, from those in
controversy, and to present the latter in a drstinct shape to the Jury for their consideration ; an analysis which the rapidity* and tumult of a trial at N&i Prius renders
extremely diRicult, and which is often defectively conducted.
LC Of the”state of things here explained, it is the ilatural effect that when the G-eneral
Issue is pleaded, the trial fails in numerous instances to accomplish the purposes of
Justice, or ever to terminate the legal dispute, and is followed by the application of
the defeated party to the full Court m bane for anew trial. Thi.s proceeding involves
the necessity of recapitulating, for the information of that Court, the whole of what
CL passed
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passed uivcr: ~oce at ITvisi Prius, of- which there is no admissible Report, except that
of the presiding Judge, upon w h o s e alleged *error in point of Law the application
m o s t commonlv is founded. The motion for a new trial is for this reason beset
with peculiar difficulties ; the effect of which is, that it ultimatelv fails in manv cases
(as there is reason to apprehend) where in Justice it ought <o succeed, and succeeds in many cases where there is in reality no sufficient ground for the application,
It may be added, that even when sIIccessfu1, it gives no redress bevond that of
amard&-~g a n e w a n d e x p e n s i v e irlquiry upon the matter of fact ; aid t h a t w i t h
respect to the matters of Law, of which it may involve the discussion, they are less
distinctly and less satisfactorily decided, upon the motion for a new trial, than when
raised 6y Special Pleading, and so brought. before ti?e Court, in the first instance,
by way of Demurrer, for determination.
4c But’ these considerations give an inadequate idea of the extent of the irkonvenience now produced by the great and growing frequency of the motions in questiok
Indeed we know of no existing ., abuse of which the influence is so wide and the
pressure so intolerable. Thev have in a considerable degree impaired the value of
a verdict, which, according to* the ancient and true principle of Lalv, was of a final
and conclusive character, but is now in so manv instances subjected to the revision
of the Court in FGY;~IC, and with so much facili$ set aside, that the party in whose
filvor the opinion of the Jury is declared, has comDarativelv little reason to rely on
the perman’encvti of the ad?aAtage he has obtained. A He tooUoften finds that it &but
one successful struggle in an arduous and expensive contest, which is to end at last
in de-feat. But an effect still more serious is the enormous extent to which this
branch of Practice has encroached upon the portions of the public time, properly
destined to other employment. As an illustration of this, we may refer to returns
received from the King’s Bench and Common Pleas, by which it* appears, that in
LMichaelmas Tercn, 1829, ninety nine motions for new trials were made in the former
Court, and forty nine in the latter ; that in the Ming’s Bench, Rules N/K were
granted upon fiity three of those a.pplications, and not &ore than four Rules fdr new
trials ultilxately disposed of in the course of the-Term ; and that ‘in the Common
PEeas there were thirty rline Rules 1vis.i granted, of wl1ic1~ ten onlv were disposed
of. To such accum&tion, addition of course is made in each sukxeding Term ;
and vmre it not for the assistance obtained from t,F-?,e sitting of the three Judges out of
Term, (a jurisdiction which in other respects has appeared to w objectionable, md
to require abolition,) the result, as far -aS reg;lrds the Court of King’& Bench, would
be a total obstruction of tile current of ordinaryI business, by the growing masses of
arrears uDon motions fbr new trials.
tc The te;dency of the general issue to give occasion for such applications, we’have
already attempted to explain, and we have no hesitation therefore in attributing to
the use of that plea the f&r- greater part of the evils to which we have thought it our
duty to advert, as connected with motions of that description. We think too, that
its disuse would supply the onlv practicable and effective remedy
Lc Other inconveniences, though certainly of less moment, result from that method
of pleading. It often happens that points of Law arising at the trial, receive no
decision from the Judge, but are reserved bv him for the opinion of the court in
bane; or with a view to a more distinct andd solemn argument before that Court,
the facts proved, are thrown by consent of parties into the form of a special case.
Neither of these methods is comparable in point of certainty, of despatch, or of cheapness, with that. which is afforded by demurrer ; and their substitution for the latter
operates like the motion for a new trial, though in a less degree to the prejudice of
both the parties, and to the delay of public business.
4L In comparison with these disadvantages resulting from the General Issue, the
inconveniences of special pleading are insignificant,.. It is found difficult no doubt
to set forth the matter of d&fence oE reply in-a form which shall be at once sufficient
in. point of Law, and accurtite in point of fact ; and the occasional consequence of
this difficulty is the defeat of the party upon formal defects, not connected with the
justice of the case ; but this evil is not like those arising from the G-eneral Issue,
CC “either of ordinary occurrence or inevitahle in its nature ; it-may in general be averted
4~ by the diligence and skill of the pleader, and is materially alleviated by the practice
33%
“ of
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of allowing amendments upon Demurrers. It is also true that special pleading tends
to prolix&v of statements on the Record, which is a source of’ expense to the suitor,
but that eIfrpense bear-s no proportion to the vast increase of costs resulting from the
adoption of the General Issue.
cc It seems to be commonly supposed, that it is in the length of the pleadings and
the correspondent amount of o&e fees, or fees to pleaders or Counsel, payable upon
them, that the expense of any action at Law chieflv consists ; but this is a great
mistake, and one that it is very imp.ortant to c o r r e c t , : b y far the heaviest items in the
Bill of Costs are those which relate to the proofs, and more particularlv to the conveying of Witnesses to the Assizes and maintaining them there ; and next to these,
the most costly charges~arise from the transaction of any kind of business in open
Court, upon motion ; the fees upon pleading being (comparatively speaking) upon
a petty scale. In illustration of this, we mav refer to the bills of costs contained in
the Appendix tu our First Report. It mav’easilv be conceived therefore, that the
General Issue, from its tendency to an unnicessar; accumulation of Evidence, and to
Motions for new trials, must often ultimatelv lea& to a much greater. expense than
could have been produced by any probable brolixity in special plesding. The preference due to the latter method will become still more evident when it shall be
cleared by such regulations as we have suggested in other parts of this Report, and
hope hereafter to suggest, from some of its principal inconveniences and abuses,
more particularly. frdIn those which relate to the variety and proxility of counts and
pleas and the d&trine of variance. On the whole th&efore we entertain no doubt
of the expediency of making such alterations in the existing practice as will introduce special pleas in almost evervJ case, and in some actions abolish altogether the
use of the General Issue.”
Bvu way of illl.rstration, we add a sketch of the matters which may be given in evidence under the General Issue in one form of action most frequently occurring.

In A ssu~mpsit. Under this plea may be given in evidence every thing which disafZ.rms the Contract, not merely denying the existence- of it in fact,, but shewing its
illegality and the inability of the party to contract,, for instance, Coverture, Infancy,
Gaming, Usuryi also payment, accord with satisfaction, a discharge before breach,
foreign attachment or a release ex g~cc. In actions on Bills of Exchange or Promissory Notes, it puts the Plaintiff to the proof of the Defendant’s signatllre, and the
pre&entment, dishonor, and notice o f dishonor, w h e n necessary, and enables the
Defendant to disprove anvJ such matters, or prove pa.yment, satisfaction or di sclwge, &c.
From what we have alreadv said, it will be perceived that the principal objcchm
made to the use of the Gener*>l Issue in England arise out of the enormous expense
attending on trials, particularly in preparing Briefs for Counsel and the attendance of
Witnesses ; the vagueness ofd the Issue and dificult~ of ascertaining on what precise
point the verdict has turned ; or of bringing the, exact facts before t‘l;e whole Court in
bane, and lastly the immense accumulation of business arising out of rwlotions for nelv
trials, 4~ich in one of the Courts (the King’s Bench) had almost caused a denial of
Justice.
A d m i t t i n g the extent of the evil in England, and the necessitv of applying s o m e
remedy to it there, before we proceed to make such considerabli innovatcons on the
legal practice and proceedings of this Province, while as yet there has not been an
opportunity frrlly to test their utility in the Mother Country, it is important to consider
lvhether in fact any great injustice has proceeded from the existing practice, to
examine its advantages and the danger to be apprehended from any great and sudden
change.
From what we can learn of the sentiments of the Profession, or the Public, or from
what has come under our own notice, we are not able to state that the present system
of pleading has given rise to much evil or complaint, though some inconvenience may
have been felt, for which we shall propose a remedy by recommending special pleas
in certain cases. We are by no means certain that ag the buSines3 of the C o u n t r y
increases, with the increase of population and extension of Commerce, or in the introduction of Manufactures, the evils that have been felt in England, may not be more
sensibly experienced here, and give reason for progressive improvements, until our
The
,practice becomes quite assimilated to that of the courts in England.
c
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The greatest diBkulty at present is we believe felt by the Judge and Jury at the
trial of a cause in the variety of matter brought before them, in the extracting from
the proofs and allegations the, true point ior decision, to sever the Law from the fkcts,
and-present the la&x in a distinct -shape ; and in ascertaining upon what points the
Jury have founded their verdict; but this we think is not easy to be remedied under
exiking circumstances.
It is one of the consequences necessarily -incidental to trial by Jury, (whether an
evil or a good is perhaps not settled), that much obxurity will exist as to the grounds
of the decision of Jurors, They are not compelled to give their reasons, and-are not
often requested so to do, and p&haps though their verdict is unanimous, it would be
f’requently found that the reasons they would indiAdually assign would differ materially
from each oti’ler. F o r this, we can propose no remedy. T h e i m p o r t a n c e o f t h e
matter in dispute, the costs of suit, and consequent eff&ts of succ&s or defeat, on
suitors on the one hand, and the proportion& number of causes on the other, in
England and in this Province, admit of no comparison.
More causes will be tried in a County in this Province, with a population of less than
20 000, than in an English County containing nearly a million, while the costs of suit
l&e will average between from about ~230 to $50, when in England they often amount
to several hundred pounds, sometimes thousands.
In E n g l a n d , BaGisters and Attornies are quite distinct from each other, and p e r haps special pleaders may* be considered another distinct class in the Profession, while
with us, these offices are united in the same person.
The differences in the circumstances of the people, in the facilities of coulmunication, and in the Institutions of an old and de&eIy populated and wealthy Country
iike England, and of a Province as-yet in its infancy, must also be considered.
T h e conseyuences apprehended from introducing special pleading to any great
extent, are principally an increase of expense in the early stages of a cause, from the
necessity of employin,0 Counsel to consider and prepare pleadings, the occasional
exclusiort of evidence material to ihe merits of the case, but not admissible under the
special pleading, and the lengthened and often recurring discussions at lVz&” Pr&,
or the tender and objection to evidence.
We are bound however to state, that the validity of tlxsc objections is much questioned, and’ that our own opinions do not altogether coincide as to the weight which
should be given to them.
Originally, a Defendant was only allowed to plead one plea, to one matter of complaint; the inconvenience of this was found so great that Parliament stepped in, and
bv the Act 4 and 5 Ann, c, 16, s. 4, it was made lawful for a Defendant, with leave of
tGe Court; to plead as many several matters as he should deem necessary to his
defence.
This leave of the&ourt has been considered so much a matter of course, that it is
rlever in fact applied for, but cases have occurred, (though very rarely) where, upol~
the application of the Plaintiff, the Court has restricted the privilege.
If the General Issue were abolished, and the Defendant suffered t;o plead sweral
pleas \lTith no greater restriction than exists in our present practice, it is to be feared
that in many cases several pleas will be pleaded, and not merelv to let in any real
defence which the Defendant ma): have, but in order to obstruct ihe Plaintiff in the
prouf of his case, or to enable the%efendant to avail himself of any fortuitous &cumstances which may ?rise in his favor in the progress of the cause ; one check for this,
however, will be found in subjecting the party to the costs of anv issue on which he
may fail, though he pay be entitled to the general costs of the cabse.
If leave is to be actuallvJ obtained for pleadin,D double, it is evident such motions
cannot generally be made in Term, but wilf be brought before the Judges at Chambers,
where &e business is now very considerable ; but in addition to this, we apprehend.
that such motions will often lead to discussions, and the production of afEdavits and
counter-affidavits, in tihich the merits ,of the cause will be involved, and as each.
Judge sits apart and not in any open Court, it will be difficult to preserve uniformity
of practice, and secure a satisfactory administration of Justice, It is a further objection, that all these interlocutory proceedings unavoidably enhance the costs of a
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Ey the new English Rules a sort of middle course has been adopted. Some general
prinbiples are lai& down as to the use of one or more counts, pleas, avowries, or-recognizances ; particular examples are then given by way of illustration, and it is expressly
provided that the examples are given, as some instances only of application of the
Rules to which they relate ; but the principles contained in the Rules are not to be
considered as restricted by the examples specified.
Where more than one count, plea, &c, shall have been used in apparent violation .
of the Rule, the opposite party -may apply to a Judge, who is to order all or any of
the counts, pleas, &c. that have been objected
to, to‘be struck out, unless he shall be
L
satisfied on cause shevvn, that some dis&ct matter of complaint or cause of action is
bonafide intended to be established in respect of each of s&h counts, or some distinct
ground of defence in respect to each of such pleas, &ix. when he shall allow such, with
respect to which, he is so satisfied to remain.
Xf upon the trial where there is more than count, plea, avowry or recognizance, and
t h e party pleadin g fails to establish a distinct subject matter of complaint or g r o u n d
of action in respect of each count, or some distinct ground of answer or defence i n
respect of each -plea, &c, a Verdict or Judgment shall pass against him upon such
count, plea, &cc. and he shall be liable to the costs occasioned thereby, and even when
a Judge has allowed several counts or pleas, the Court or Judge at t~&id mm17Y certify,
to deprive the party of costs upon and count or plea on which he mav
d think no separate matter of complaint or defence wis Eaona fide intended.
Huwever excellent the above regulation “may appear in theory, we much doubt
whether it could be fully introdtlced into this ‘Province, at present, with any great
advantage. It will be difficult, for the reasons we have given, to restrict the general
use of several counts, and in regard to several pleas, there is a check as the Law IIOW
stands, which it is in the power of the Court to render eEectua1 in practice, but for the
objections to multiplying applications to Judges’ Chambers.
Since the Judges in each of the Superior Courts in England have been increased
from four to five, a separate Practice Court has btic
-11 established, in which a single
Judge sits ; and in that Court many of the motions are now publiclv made lvhich in
thi&rovince necessarily
. have to be made either. to th e whole Cour(or to a Judge in
Chambers.
It may perhaps be asked, why, if ;he Defendant have one good answer or defence,
’
need he rely on more ? Why
should he be allowed to plead a plea taT2Gc:h will let in
various defences, instead of specifically pleading the real matter on wl~ich be relies for
his ansbver or defence ? l’he answer to these questions must be found in the unceer”
tainty and imperfection of human testimony, in the incorrect views which men often
take of their own transactions, the diffculty of fully communicating with and properly
explaining these cases to their legal a.dviser, the impossibility in manv cases of ascerl
taining what evidence will be available at the trial, before &the +parcy is called .on to
plead, and occasionally it may be, in the want of suGcient learning, skill and experience in the Attorney ;Nho may be employed.
A plea which in nine cases perhap0 uout of ten, contains the real defence, would
adnlit the Plaintiffk case and throw all the burthen of proof on the Defendant. T h e
very Witnesses whom the Plaintiff would be bound to call, if his cause of action were
denied, may prolye also the defence of the opposite party ; for instance, the sale of,
and payment for Goods.
If’thk restriction in general pleading prevail to any very great extent; it is easy to
be seen how the Judge will be pressed to admit in proper testimony, and what stress
will be laid in addresses to the Jury upon the exclusion .of evidence material to the
merits, but nof; relevant to the pleadings; and that it may not unl~eqnently h a p p e n
that Witnesses will be tendered to prove facts of which they are wholly ignorant, on
the Client’s assurance t-hat they could do so, and their rejection will create an unfavorable impression on the min&s siF Jurors, who are very apt to look with jealousy on
all objections of this sort.
To anv one conversant with the proceedings of Courts of Justice in the Province,
the remirks we have made will not appear extravagant.
In England, where the I3arrister is distinct from the Attorney, and rarely comes in
contact with the Client, when he has a Brief furnished him of the evidence proposed
to
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to be adduced, and will bring forward or reject it as it may be pertinent or not to the
Issues on the Record, and seldom is responsible for the selection of the pleas, a n d
where indeed almost implicit obedience is paid to the direction or suggestions of the
Judge, these difficulties are not so likely to occur.
The niceties of special pleading have also given rise in England to many applications
for what is styled Judqment non obstante ceredicto; the Leaning of which is, that
although the Jury may have found the Issues on the Record for one party, the Court
may give Judgment for the other, on the ground that the Plea on wklich the Issue is
joined is not a good answer to the action.
The other objections to the use of the General Issue, that the Plaintiff is not sufficiently inforrned of the nature of the def’ence, and that unnecessary witnesses are
therefore often subpoened and kept in attendance, we do not think have been so generally felt as to justify the disuse of it to any great extent.
Giving honyever full weight to all these considerations, we feel ourselves safe in
recommending the following alterations in the present system.
I. Actions of Assumpsit. In addition to any defence which is now required to be
specially pleaded, we propose : lst-That any defence arising out of coverture, infancy,
accord with satisfaction, discharge before breach, foreign attachment and release,
illegality of consideration either by Statute or Common Law, drawing, endorsing,
accepting, kc. Bills or Notes by way of accommodation, unseaworthiness, misrepresentation, concealment;deviation, should be specially pleaded.
In all actions upon Bills of Exchange or Promissory Notes, the want of due presentment or notice of dishonor, to be specially pleaded.
II, In Covenant and D&t. 1st. -In debt on specialty or covenant, the Plea, n~rb
est factum, shall operate as a denial of the execution of the Deed .in point of fact only ;
and all other defences shall be specially pleaded, including matters wIlich make the
Deed absolutely void, as well as those which make it voidable.
2nd.~In actions of debt on simple contract, the same matters which are required
to be pleaded specially in Assumpsit, shall be pleaded specially.
I I I . D&we. The Plea ofnon detinet shall operate as a denial of the detention of
the goods by the Defendant, but not of the Plai&ifY’s property therein, and no other
defence than such denial shall be admissible under that Plea.
I V . Case. The only restriction we would propose in this form of action, is, that
such matters as are required to be pleaded specially in Assumpsit, should be pleaded
specially also in Case.
V . Trespass. In actions of Trespass, quare ckmmm freyit, the close or place i n
which, &kc. to be designated in the Declaration by name or abuttals or other descrip-a
tion ; in failure whereof, the Defendant may demur specially.
After much consideration, we do not deem it advisable to recommend any new limitation to the Use of the General Issue in Trespass,
or to propose any alteration as to
A
the Pleading in Replevin.
Fourth Head.
Dating of Pleadings on the day,upon which they are delivered.
ings subsequent to Declaration, without filing.

Delivery of Plead-

The new English Rules on this subject are as follow :-cc
4c
c4
4c
cc
LL
(‘

4c Every Pleading, as well as the Declaration, shall be entitled of the day of the
month and year when the same was Pleaded, and shall bear no other time or date ;
and every Declaration and other Pleading shall also be entered on the Record made up
for trial, and on the Judgment Roll, under the date of the day of the month and year
when the same respectiveiy took place, and without reference to any other time or
date, unless otherwise specially ordered by the Court or a Judge.
No Demurrer
nor any Pleading subsequent to the Declaration, shall in any case be filed with any
Officer of the Cotlrt, but the same shall always be delivered between Ihe pa&s.”
IX
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We have some doubts as to the propriety of requiring a date to Declarations ; but
with respect to subsequent Pleadings, we think it mholly’unnecessary that theys hould
be filed, and therefore a date may become’ necessary to ascertain the time at which
they are pleaded. It has always been customary in this Province for the opposite
Attornies to deliver copies of Pleadings to each other, and not to get them from the
Clerk ; and as the Pleadings are subsequently entered on R.olls, there is no reason for
requiring them to be filed.
We have not made anv disticlct head as to the Forms of Pleas, &c., but the unnecessary prolixitv of’ those*now in use will be evident to any one who will compare them
with those prescribed by the new Rules.
The following, which we have selected from the English Rules of Hilary Term, 4
Wm. 4, we recommerld for adoption in the Supreme Court.
cc No entry of continuances by way of Imparlance, C?u~~i&l ~?&&zri VU& &Icecome,s
non m&+2 &eve, or otherwise, shall be made upon any Record or Roll whatever, or
in the Pleadings, except the juratu ponitur in retyectu, which is to be retdined.
4c l?rovided that such regulations shall not alter or affect anvu existing Rules of Practice as to the times 6f proceeding in the cause.
cc Provided also, that in all cases in which a Plea Puis darrein continuance is now by
Law pleadable in Bane or at NIX PGzM, the same defence may be pleaded, with an
allegation that the matter arose after the last pleading, or the issuing of the Jury
process, as the case may be.
cc Provided also, that no such Plea shall be allowed, unless accompanied by an A&davit that the matter thereof arose within *eight days next before the pleading of such
Pleas, or unless the Court or a Judge shall otherwise order.”
Lc All Judgments, whether interlocutory or final, shall be entered of Record of the
day of the month and vear, whether in Term or Vacation, when signed, and shall not
have relation to any &her day.
Lc Provided that it shall be
-m competent for the Court or a Judge to order a Judgment
to be entered nuxx JWO tune.”
cL No entry shall be made on Record of any Warrants of Attorney to sue or defend.”
gg In a plea o r s u b s e q u e n t pleadin g, intended to b e p l e a d e d ii bar of the whole
action generally, it shall not be necessary to use any allegation of actz?~izz~~~ YUIYZ, or to
the like effect, or any prayer of Judgment ; nor shall it be necessary in aIly replication, or subsequent pleadin g intended to be pleaded in maintenance of tEle whole action,
to use any allegation of Preclz&i non, or to the like effect, or any prayer of Judgment;
and all pleas, replications, and subseque.nt pleadings, pleaded witlzout such formal parts
as aforesaid, shall be taken, (unless otherwise expressed) as pleaded respectively in
bar of the whgle action, or in maintenance of the whole action ; provided that nothing
herein contained shall extend to cases where an Estoppel is pleaded,”
4~ No formal defence shall be required in a plea, and it shall commence as foI]o~~s :---Lc The said Defendant, by ---, his Attorney, (or in person, &cJ says that -,f?
CC It shall not be necessary to state in a second or other plea or avowry, that it is
pleaded by leave of t’ne Court, or according to the form of the Stat;lte, or to that effect.”
~4 ho protestation shall hereafter be made in any pleading, but either partv shall be
entitled to the same advantage in thatorother actions, as if a protestation had beGn made.”
ci All special traverses, or traverses with an inducement of affirmative matter, shall
conclude to the contrary.
4~ Provided that this regulation shall not preclude the opposite party from pleading
over to the inducement when the traverse is immaterial.”
6~ The form of a Demurrer shall be as follows :L( The said Defendant, by - his Attorney, (or in person, 2%~. or Plaintiff,) says that
the Declaration (or PIeaj Al.) is not sufficient in Law, shewing the special’causes
IL The
of Demurrer, if any.”
I The number of’ days can be altered so as to conform to the Practice of the Court,
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cg The form of a Joinder in Demurrer, shall be as follows :cc The said Plaintiff (or Defendant)‘says that the l)eclaration (or Plea, kc.) is sufficient in Law) kc.”
v
New forms of Issues, Nisi Prius ‘Records, Posteas and Judgment Rolls.
These forma appear to contain every thing that is necessary, they are concise and
perspicuous, and every objection to their bein g introduced (with some slight m o d i fications) into our practice, will be removed when the Fee Table is so altered as to
secure a proper remuneration to the practitioner, without making the fees at certain
stages of the cause entirely dependent on the length of the proceedings.
We do not deem it necessary to set out here the.forms, or the particular rules by
which they are governed ; we conceive it will follow as a matter of course, from even
a partial adoption of our suggestions, that a small Manual of the new Rules and Forms
will be published for the use of the Profession, the sale of which will we think, b e
adequate or nearly so, to defray the expense of publication,
Sixth Head.
Fees of Judges, Counsel, Attornies, Clerk, Sheriffs, Witnesses and Jurors.
Our duty under this head, which is the most delicate part of our Commission, is
4L to revise, and if necessary, to make a new Ordinance of Fees in the Supreme Court.”
In the resolution of the Assembly under which the Commission of Judicial Inquiry
was issued in the year 1832, it is stated cc that the Ordinance Fee Table by which the
taxation of costs, and the fees of many Officers in the Civil Departments of the
Province are regulated, is confused, uncertain and irregular in its allowances,” and
the Commissioners then appointed in the prosecution of their dutv prepared a new
Table of Fees for the Inferior Courts of Common Pleas, which was Afterwards adopted
by the Legislature almost without alteration, a n d has been we believe genekllv
ahproved of. It is to be regretted that at that time the Fees of the Supreme Co&
were not also revised, as the inconveniences which were then felt have continued to
increase wit.h the vast :lccession of busi.ness since that period.
It has been generally admitted that the emoluments of some of the Officers under
the Ordinance were out of proportion to the labour and responsibilitv of the duties
actually discharged. The Fees to the Clerk of the Supreme Court, anh the Clerks of
the Inferior Courts, s.eem to have been fixed more with a view to induce c o m p e t e n t
persons to accept those Ofices in the early settlement of the Country when the practitioners were few, and the number of suits limited, than to provide merely an adequate
and reasonable remuneration for each service.
By the Table adopted for the Inferior Courts, the Clerk’s fees were much reduced,
and since that time the emoluments of those Officers have been further diminished by
the introduction of a summary practice into the Supreme Court, which has tended tb
increase the income of the Clerk of that Court.
It will be seen bv the Bills of Costs which we have inserted in the Appendix, what
portion is receivedUhv the Clerk in each Suit, and that the payment of the Clerks and
Judges Fees weighL%ther heavily on the Attorney who is bound to pay them, generallyY
‘before, and sometimes without receivingL.< them at all.
Fees also were provided to help out the incomes of the Judges at a time when the
Provincial Revenue was inadequate to meet the charges of the Civil List, and the
Judges and other Officers received their Salaries from England.
The Judges have for these r”ew years past discontinued to receive the Fees provided
by the Ordinance fur Orders, &c. made at Chambers, except in cases of Bail.
They now receive the following Fees :--On the entry of each Cause, not Summary,
go10 0
Each Summary Cause,
0 3 4
Taking and entering Special Bail,
0 3 6
Filing the Bail Piece when the Bail is entered before a Commissioner,
0 1 0
Justification or disallowance of Bail,
0 2 0
Admittance of each Attorney or Barrister,
1 0 0
The above are paid to the Clerk and divided among the Judges.
l
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Besides these, a Judge on the Circuits receives for every Trial not Summary, SO 6 8
For evervY Summary Trial,
0 3 4
As it: appears to be the general opinion the Fees of the Judges should be commuted
for a fixed addition to their salaries, and it has been the wish of manyu also that the
same rule should be extended to the Clerk, we have made from the returns received
by the former Commissioners, and those furnished to us, as accurately as was in our
power, a Table shewing the average amount of the Judges and the Clerk’s Fees
during the five years from 1827 to 1’831; inclusive, and for the five ITears fr*om 1836
to 1840, inclusive ; we have also prepared a comparative statement oi’ the business on
the Circuits, during those respective periods.
We believe the Judges are quite ready to accede to any reasonable plan for commutation, although it may somewhat diminish their present and prospective incomes ;
if the arrangement ‘take place it must be a question for the Legislature whether the
Fees should al together cease, or be received and paid into the Treasury, or made to
form a particular Fee Fund.
We much doubt the expediency of changing the mode of remunerating the Clerk,
from Fees to a fixed salary; the collection of the Fees, if it is intended they shall still
he received and paid over to the Treasury, will be difficult and irregular ; if this plan,
however, be adopted, the simpler the details are made the better, for instance, Fees
on certain stages of the cause, viz : the Writ, the ‘Entry, the Issue and the Judgment.
On the supposition that the Clerk is to continue to receive Fees, we have not
thought either reason or justice require that the Fees should continue any longer on
the present scale, the income derived therefrom be& beyond what could have been
contemplated or can be justified by any comparison of the Clerk’s duties with those
of the Judges or leading Members of ‘the Profession. We think indeed that a less
income than could now be proposed with due regard to the situation of the present
holder of the Office, will be&a&ply suficient to cgrnmand the services of a ger&man
of the Profession in every respect qualified when a vacancy may t.ake place.
It is not easy to foresee what will be the exact extent of business for the future ;
the number of Actions in the Courts has fluctuated much a’t different periods and in
different Courities ; we do not, however, apprehend any serious diminition, but as it
may probably rather decrease than increase for a few years to come, regard must be
had to this circumstance in altering the Fees of the Clerk, and some allowance made
for the trouble and risk with which an income derived from Fees is attended.
The plan which might be adopted iu regard to the present Officer, and which
presents to our minds the fewest objections, would be, to fix the amount of his income
at a certain sum, such as m a y appear to the Legislature proper, under the circumstances; to require from him annual returns on Oath, and that any surplus or deficiency
should be paid to, or from the Revenue, as the case might be. A similar regulation
might also be made for his Successor.
In these suggestions we have already perhaps exceeded the limits of our inquiry,
and shall say no more ; there are several Members in both Branches of the Legislature
who are fully conversant with the subject.
We have prepared also a new Table of Fees for the Clerk of the Crown, and Clerk
of the Circuits.
With respect to the Fees of Attornies, we think they cannot be considered very
excessive in the aggregate, as they now stand, thoug’h they require t o b e b e t t e r
apportioned and more clearly defined. In the amended forms proposed for adoption,
there will be a very considerable diminution in the labour of the Attorney.‘s ofice,
yarticularly in ordinary undefended Suits, and a small diminution can well be made
from the present costs ; there are some services not at all, and others very inadequately
remunerated, for which we have made suitable provision.
The services of Counsel on Trial, appeared to us to require further provision in the
taxable Fees ; the amount in each case must necessarily be left a good deal to the
discretion of the Judge, or that of the taxing Officer ; the former is the present practice,
and to that we adhere.
As the best mode of cxplainin g our alterations, we propose adding in the 14ppendix
several Bills of Costs drawn up according to the new Table of Fees, and contrasting
them with the Costs under the present orglinance.
l
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We prrq~~e that some addition should be made to the Fees of Sheriffs, for the particulars of’ which we beg to refer to the Table annexed. It has recently been decided,
that the Sheriff is not entitled to Foundage upon an Execution against the body,
though he has been in the habit of receiving it hitherto. In England the Sheriff; by
Law, receives Poundage on a CU Hu, as weY1 as on an Execution against Goods, but
he is there subject- t-- j an Action of Debt for arl escape of a party confined under
*Execution, under which he is liable for the whole amount of such Execution ; here,
lje is only liable to damages, which may he measured out bv the Jury according; to the
cir~umst;iWXlS of each case, We think en the whole, that the Sheriff should o n l y
receive Poundage on sums actually levied and received, but that these should be paid
him on an Execution as well against the person as against the property, and that he
should also be entitled to the same for levying mane; under an attachment.
There are many public duties performed by Sheriffs for which the public ought to
pa?, and it does not appear right that compensation should be indirectly made them
the&or &fees received from Suitors. VVe fear there will always be a diff:‘icultv in
making th’;cse d charge on the County Rates, N o o t h e r m o d e reinains that we dare
aware of, 1~ an occasitinal grant or stated provision from the R e v e n u e ; this, however, is beyond OCR proviIlce, and our only reason for suggesting it is, that we may
not bE: \nr:derst~~od to have provided suitable remuneration for all the duties of the
Sheriff”s o&z, in the additional Fees we propose*
It is important that Fees should be provided for proceedings under the Absconding
D&tors A&, but as that Act evidently requires revision by the Legislature, \ve have
not thought it expedient to enter upon the subject.
We leive the Witnesses Fees without alteration ; and in regard to Jurors, we think
it very’ desirable to make some addition to their Fees ; we think if 20s. or 25s. were
paid i->n the entry of each carase on tbe Trial Docket, to form a Jury Fund, which
might be divided among the Jurors according to some stalk to be prepared by the
Judges, it would add considerablv to what they now receive, and thus afford ‘them
some m e a n s o f pa.Ying thei] ex+nses, without any serious tar; on Suitors, or any
charge on the CountS. If the Judges Fees on the Trial are commuted, it would be
by no means disadvantageous that there should be this addition to the costs af entering
a cause for trial. Wh&e a particular Jury is summoned by the Coroner or by
Elisors, they should be entitled to the Fee now paid to Jurors of Inquiry.
one observation we think it right to make in regard to Court Fees, that they furnish
a check, by no means unnecessary, to excessive litigation. A denial of Justice, from ’
the inability of any one to institute or defend an action, has not, we suspect, very often
occurred in this Province ; and we are not without apprehension, that the increased
facilities which anj 7 tqreat reduction in costs would occasion, might he productive of
as much evil as good to th‘e communit\r.
As the Fees in Summary Cases have been recently fixed by the Legislature, WC?
llave got elrtered tipon the consideration of them, although th‘ey may be susceptl%le
of some iqbravement.
It rt?m:Grjs orllvw to consider tb’e best mode of effecting the proposed amendtnents
alld akeratims ; and we are of opinion, that in regard to the Rules and Forms of
Plea& n?q :z~_lt h.‘~*act.ice, t1-r.c:v will not be made as convenientlv bv direct Legislative
enact.sn rnt asi iy Rules prc;?arcd by t h e ,Tud,ges ; w e ttlerefoseJ p&pose that an Act,
S~l.OUI~i paw, ;ae~lv si\nilar to the Act of F)3rliarncnt 3 and 4 ‘VVm. 3, c. 42, arrthorizing
the Jwlces to matie Rdes for amending the Pleading ad Practice.
T h e R~ks may be allowed to go in fbrce wit?1 or without the express or implied
sa~~ctiw of the Legislature, a.s mav be deemed best.
Shoufcl tiz alterations we have iuggested, meet the approbation of Your Excellency
and the T.,y$:JJature, the whole, or s&h part of them as the Judges might adopt, could
go illto f~~r~:~: at a time to be appointed by them. Should they propose anv further
Re~ul:Ltions, srlch rr;ight be suspended until the next Session of the Legislat&e.
In regard to the Fee Table, we think it bet.ter that this should emanate from the
Legislature ; if any material parts of it are made contingent on the adoption of the
Rules we have suggested, a clause might easily be introduckd into the Act establishing
Fees, suspending its operation in whole or part, until a Proclamation were issued by
Your Excellencp, (on the application of the Judges,) fur putting it in. force,
xc*
w e
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We must in conclusion repeat our deep regret that the circumstances alluded to at
the commencement of our Report, for which we trust due allowance will be made,

have obliged us to present our views to Your Excellency in so imperfect a form, and
at so late a period.
We humblv submit to Your Excellency this our Report, of which we pray that the
Appendix heceunto annexed, may be taken as part.
Dated this twenty fifth day of February, in the Year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and forty two.
R. PARKER.
J. A . S T R E E T .
E. 13. C H A N D L E R .

[ N o . L-J

Fredericton, 19th AuyubTt, 184 I.
SrR,-It affords me much pleasure, in compliance with vour request, contained in
your Letter of the 20th July, which, however, did not reaih me until the 2d A u g u s t ,
to furnish you with the information required, and in doing so, I have to state that the
amount of Fees received by me during the last five years, would average upwards of
& 1100 per year, exclusive of Office contingencies, which have varied from $130 to
LE 160 annually.
It will be necessary in future, satisfactorily to carry on the duties of the Office, t h a t
I should employ an additional Clerk, should the present increased business of the
Office continue.
I have the honor to be
Your most obedient humble servant,
(Signed)
GEO. SHORE.

The Honorable Judge Parker, &c, &c. 8x.

[ N o . 2.1
Gross amount of Clerks Fees from 1827 to 183 I, inclusive, as appe’ars by Report
of Commissioners in 1832 :G354 1 10
1827,
1,031 4 10
1828,
‘1,022 19 8
1829,
813 3 6
1830,
19 8
846
1831,
--

5) 4,566 9 6
--

Total average,

S913 5 10

l?ees from 1836 to 1840, inclusive, as above stated, say % 1,100
145
A d d for Clerk and Stationery,
51,245
Average from 1827 to 1831,
Ditto
from 1836 to 1840,

0
0
0

0
0
0

E913
1,245

5 10
0 0,

--P

The average of 10 years,

2) 2,158 5 10
fA,o79 2 1 1

0N J U D I C I A L I N Q U I R Y .
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Number of Entries filed and of R e c o r d a n d Summary Judgments signed in the
Supreme Court, during the last five years, from 1836 to 1840, inclusive.
I
T ERMS .

.

I

.

1

l

1 1836 , 1837 7”‘: 1838 2839 , 1840 1 1836 ~cord,, 2837 1838 Judy 1839 en’; 1840 , 1836 Surar,y 1837 1838 Ju~men~ 2839 1840

H ilary,

I 173 4 312 I 428 I 499 I 488 I 344 4 203 I 292 I 271 I 358 I 33 I 70 I 104 I 103 I 167

Trinity,

/ 230 /r(/ 38” 416 1 493 ) 564 / 136 1 176 1 235 1 225 /_ 799 1421

Michaelmas

I 313 I 402 I 476 I 471 I 621 I 117 I 235 I 285 I 237 I 288 I 27 I 87 I 126 I 128 I 154

-Total,

I

7251101

I!

13201373

Fredcricto~~~, 19 th Aupst, 184 1.

I*+1

I I /*I

lC73 397 614

812

(Signed)

733 945

69~103/~118~142

I I I I I
102 226 333

*

349 463

GEO. SHORE. -

[No. 4.3
CIRCUITS,
The number of Causes enterled for Trial on the Circuits from 1827 to 1831, averaged
153 per annum ; and the number of days sitting averaged 43 per annum.
From 1835 to 1841, inclusive, omitting 1836, in which the Circuits was suspended,
Causes entered for Trial averaged -- ; alld the number of davs sitting, about 1 0 5 .
Between the two periods, two new Counties have been erectkd, and an additional
Circuit given to Charlotte County.
[ N o . 5.)
JUDGES FEES.
Average amount of Judges Fees, including Circuit Fees, but excluding Bail and
other Chamber Fees, from 1827 to 1831, inclusive, as appears by Report of Commissioners of Judicial Inquiry,, in 1832, per annum, &514 5 4; or iX28 11 4 to each
Judge.
With the addition of Bail and other Chamber Fees, the amount would probablvJ
not exceed gl4O per annum.
.

Fees received by the Judges from 1836 to 1840, inclusive, excepting Circuit Fees,

VlZ :

-

1836,
1837,
1838,
1839,
1840,

-

i
-

-

-

&346 5 4
598 14 10
716 5 4
788 1 4
888 9 4
I-

5) 3,337 15 2
4) 667 11 0

Yearly average,

P_cI____L

Yearly average td each Judge,
Probable average amount of Circuit Fees,
Average amount to each Judge from 1836 to 1840,
Average from 1827 to 1831, say
*

166 17
25 0

0

$191 17
140 0

9
0

9

2) 331 17 9
---

Average of 10 years,

*

AX65 18 10

cnlvi.
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[ N o : 6.1

\

Sheriff
Do b
Do .
Do .
D O.

Do .

SHERIFFS.
Statement of Sheriffs Fees as returned to the Commissioners, viz L---.
of Saint John, for 1840,
E400
Charlotte, average below
250
King’s, not ovei
150
Queen’s, average 5 years, gross Fees about 2100,
net Fees received, about
40
Carleton, arferage of 5 years, out of which two Deputies are paid, 500
Sunbury, Fees payabli on an average of 5 years, not over AXQ
actually collected, not over
65

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

8

s

[ N o . 7.1
P R O P O S E D NEW TABLE OF FEES r.K THE SUPREMK COURT.
Instructions to sue or defend,
go11 8
Letter, (if sent,)
0
5 0
Every Process and engrossing, when not exceeding three folios,
0 5 0
All &pies of Process, including any necessary notice attached thereto,
not exceeding threz folios, when required for service, copy Subpmna
excepted,
0 2 6
Every Declaration not. exceeding six folios, including the drafting and
copy to file,
010 0
Copv of Declaration for the opposite Attorney, and for each additional
folio beyond six in the Declaration, (when necessary) 1s for drafting
and 6d ‘for copying,
0 5 0
General Issue and copy fur the opposite party,
0 5 0
For each Special Plea, Replication, Rejoinder, &c., D e m u r r e r a n d
Joinder in Demurrer, including the draftinS and copy, or at the rate
of 1s per folio for drawing, and 6d for cq$ing, at the option of the
party pleading, each copy for the opposite Attorne\T
Y at the rate of Gd
per folio,
0 .5 0
Every Bond for security of costs, attending and certifying the execution
thereof,
0 10 0
Every Nisi Prius Record and Judgment Roll, includingr the drafting
and engrossing, or at the rate of Is per folio for drawing and 8d .per
folio for engrossing, at the option of ttle party,
0 1 6 8
The amount of ‘Postage of Letters or Papers actually paid, not exceeding ite each cause
0 5 0
Ik:-twing all Rules, Notices, Demands, Sum.mons or Qrder, (over one fdioj
remiss, (over three folio)’ Afkl;lvits, Su ggestions, Records, or other
proceedings not otherwise pmkled for, each folio
0
1 0
EngrosGnu the same on Parchment, (where necessary) per folio,
0 0 8
Copies, (cE3 paper) per folio,
0 0 6
4 Everv Notice, S u m m o n s , Qrder, Demand, Rule or Subpmna Ticket,
(udder one folio) Sea.r&, Attendance, Service, Interlocutory 3 udgment, Docket, (wilether Entry, Judgment or Roll) where ndt other\Gse provided for, ea.&
0 1 0
Everyt cbpy
of
such
Rule,
Notice,
Summons
or
Demand,
when
required
.
A
for serwce,
0 0 6
Terin Fee, but no Term Fee to be allowed for any Term before the
service and return oi’ the \Vrit, or entry of the Cause,
0 5 0
Every Uail Piece, and engrossing,
0 3 4
Every Motion,
0 3 4
Brief: for ‘Fr-ial or Argument before the Court,
0 1 0 0
Every attendance on striking or balloting a Jury, or cm taxation of costs,
0 3 4
Atteiding a Trial or the ex&ution of a Writ of Inquiry before a Jury,
0 1 0 0

A PPENDIX .]
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Every attendance before a Judge at Chambers on return of Summons,
(when the application is resisted,) or upon assessment of damages, EO 6 8
Every other necessary attendance before a Judge in Chambers,
0 3 4
The Attorney General to receive the like Fees in Revenue or Exchequer proceedings as are above provided for Attornies in cases between party and party.
l

[ N o . 8.1
COUNSEL.

perusing and signing Demurrer, Special Pleas, Replication, Rejoin&r,
&c. to which the signature of Counsel may be necessary,
go11 8
This fee to be allowed only for one signature when more than one special pleading in a cause are prepared and delivered at t&t same time.
On every argument before the Court, and on every cause entered for
trial, not less than “ one Guinea,” and not exceeding cc ten Guineas,”
at the discretion of the Court or Judge.
Signing and Sealing every Writ,
0 1 0
[No. 9.3
CLERK.

-

Entering every Cause, including the necessary Rules, and filing the
Docket of Entry,
ice 2 0‘
Entry of appearance and filing the Bail Piece,
0 1 0
Entering admission of Guardian or ‘c Prochein amy.”
0 0 6
Every search made on the Files or Minutes of the Court,
0 1 0
Entry of every Interlocutory Judgment,
0 1 0
Every Certificate of Interlocutory Judgment,
0 0 6
Entry of every other Rule or Order, including the minuting the motion
made therefor,
0 1 0
Copy of every Common Rule,
0 0 6
Entering every Retraxit or confession,
0 I 0
Entering an assessment of Damages, including filing the Docket and assessment papers,
0 1 0
Entering every Cause for argument, or for Trial at Bar,
0 1 0
Minuting Motion’ for final Judgment, and filing the Judgment Docket,
0 1 0
’
Taxing a.Bill of Costs,
0 2 6
Signing Judgment on the Roll,
0 1 0
Filing Judgment Roll,
0 1 0
Filing every Process, Pleading or other paper, (Dockets excepte’d) and
marking the satie when filed,
0 0 6
Copy or Transcript from Minutes or Records, entering Satisfaction or ether
matters on the Roll, per folio,
0 1 0
Every Certificate under the Seal of the Court, including the Seal,
0 2 0
Copies of all Records and Papers other than Common Rules, and collating
the same, per folio,
0 0 9
On all monies paid into Court, to g 100, per pound,
Al 0 6
4<
100
And all over
0 0 3
To be paid at the time of paying the money in addition thereto.
Taking every Recognizance for each person, and entering the same,
0 1 6
Administering the Oath to a Barrister or Attorney, and Certificate of
Admission under Seal,
011 8
Every Commission for takin g Bail or Affidavits, including the Seal,
0 5 0
Taking every Affidavit, each Deponent,
0 1 0
On the naturalization of every Alien, including the prelimkxwy Affidavit,
entry in the Book and Swearing, preparing and retaining Judge’s
Certificate,
1 3 4
The Clerk in case of Trials at Bar, to have the like Fees as the Clerk at Nisi Prius.
l
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[ N o . 10.1
CLER,K

OF

THE CIRCUITS

AND

AT

THE

S I T T I N G S.

,

Entry of every Cause for Trial, and filing Nisi Prius Record,
Leo 5
Minuting Motion for Trial, Non-suit, putting off Cause, withdrawing
Record, or discharging a privileged party from arrest, each and everv
default,
do 1
Calling and Swearing Jury,
0 1
Swearing every Witness, Constable, and reading any Paper in evidence,
each,
0 0
Taking and recording every Verdict,
Q 1
Preparing and returning each Postea, not exceeding fo.ur folios,
0 6
And all above four folios, 1s per folio, for drawing, and 8d for engrossing.
On the Naturalization of any Alien, including the preliminary AfEidavit,
entering in the Book and Swearing, preparing and returning Judge’s
Certificate,
1 3
1

0
0
6
6
6
8

4

[ N o . 11.1
C LERK

OF

TH E

C R OW N

AT

THE

S ITTINGS

AND

ON

THE

CIRCUFTS;

Drawing every Indictment and Engrossing, not exceeding six folio,
ice 10 0
And for every folio over six, 1s for Drawing, and 8d for Engrossing.
Copies of all Indictments, Depositions and all other papers delivered upon
the application of Defendants, or other (to be paid for bv
u the applicant)
and collating, per folio,
0 0, 9
Calling and Swearing the Grand Jury and marking Defau.lters,
0 1 0 a
Minuting Motions for Trial, Swearing Witnesses, &c., the like Fees as are
received by the Clerk in Civil Cases.
Taking, respiting or discharging every. Recognizance, and d,ischarging a
Prisoner, by Proclamation,
0 1 oi
Preparing, Signing and Sealing each Subpdena or B.ench Warrant,
0 3 a
’ Every Subpcena T i c k e t ,
0 0 6.
Every Certificate under Seal,
0 2 0
Arraigning every Defendant on Indictment,
0 2 6
Reading the Indictment on the Trial and stating the Issue,
0 2 6
Entering an appearance of Defendant upon Indictment or Information,
Plea,relinquishment of Plea, Order orRule of Court, or nolle prosequi, 0 1 0,
Entering the Judgment of the Court, on each Defendant,
~ 0 1 6?
The Clerk of th.e Crown in Exchequer or Revenue proceedings, to have
the same Fees as are received by the Clerk of the Pleas in like cases,,
between party and party..
Service of every Process or Declaration in Ejectment on each person, and
0
5 0;
return thereof,,
[ N o . 12.1
S HERIFF .

.

rp

$0 2
Affidavit of service, including the Fee for Swearing,
Arrest of every person on Mesne Process and returxi thereof,
0 7
0 5
Preparing and taking Bail Bond,
Return of “ Non Est” or cc Nulla Bona,”
0 1
Serving every Execution or Return, (exclusive of poundage and mileage,) 0 5
Levy, receiving, and payin,0 all monies on Executions or Attachment, to
2300, per pound,
0 1
A l l a b o v e g100,perp o u n d ,
0 0
Every Cause entered for Trial,
0 2
010
Summoning a Jury of view,
0 1 0
Attendance with a Jury of view per day, exclusive of mileage,
1 0
Serving a Writ of Habere facias possessionem

6
6
0
0
0
0
6
6
0
0
Q
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EO 2
Every commitment to Gaol,
0 6
Service of every Writ of ‘( Habeas Corpus,”
0 3
Each attendgnce on a Judge thereupon,
Mileage, upon the service of every Writ, Process, Attachment or Declaration in Ejectment, per mile, going and returning, to be reckoned
0 0
from Court House of County,
Summoning and Swearing a Jury of Inquiry, and attending the Inquisition, 0 10
Swearing each Witness and Constable, and reading . every paper in evi0 0
dence,
0 10
Preparing the Inquisition and attending the execution thereof,
NOTEmYThe Coroner or Elisors to receive the like Fees for like services.

6
8
4
3

0
6
0

[No. 13.3
CRYER.

Calling a Jury,
Every Verdict or Non-suit,
Calling each Defendant on Recognizance,
Swearing each Witness,
Every Discharge or Proclamation,
On the Entry of each Cause in the Supreme Court,

so

1

0

0
0

‘ 0

1
1

0

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

0

2

6

0

1

0

3

C O N S T A B L E,

Attending the Jury in each Cause,
Serving each Warrant, Subpoena or Notice,
W I T N E S S.

Attendance per day,
Travelling per mile, going and returning, besides Ferryage where paid,

0

0

1

0

6

3

[No. 14.-J
JURORS .

To be paid on the entry of each Civil Cause to be tried on the general
Venire, at the Sittings or on the Circuits, into a Jury Fund, to be
divided among the Jurws in attendance, according &I a scale to be
$1 5 0
prepared by the Judges,
0 4 0
To each Juror serving upon a Jury of view, per day,
To each Juror sworn upon a Jury summoned by the Coroner, or by
0 2 6
Elisors,
To each Talesman who may be sworn on a Jury, payable from the Jury
0 2 0
Fund,
EXLU~FLES Ol? TAXED COSTS BY THE OLD ORDINASCE.
S U P R E M E C O U R T.

John Doe,
Costs on Verdict and final Judgment for Plaintiff.
2X
Richard
Roe.
I
>
Lco17 3
Retainer, *15s, Warrant Attorney, &c. 2s 3d,
El. vat.
0 6 4
Writ, 3s 4d, Copy, 2s, Precipe, Is,
0 3 4
Motion to Plead,
018 0
Declaration, 12s, Copy to file, 6s,
Trinity.
Notice endorsed, 1s 6d, Copy Deft’s, Attorney,and service, Is, 0 8 6
0 1 0
Search for appearance,
0 2 0
Demand of plea and service,
Similiter, ls, Copy 6d, Copy Deft’s. Attorney, and setvice, 1s 6d, 0 3 0
011 0
Brief, lOs, Summons for particulars, (set off) ls,
c
-7Curried forward2

dc3 10 5

cl.
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Copy and Service, 1s 6d, Attendance, Is,
A.ffidavit Service and engrossing,
Orders for particulars, Copy and Service,
Attendance before a Judge,
Particulars of Plaintiff’s demand, two folios,
Copy and Service, 2s, Notice, Trial and Service, 2s,.
Destringas, 3s 4d, Precipe, Is,
Subpoena, 3s 4d, Precipe, ls, six Tickets, @ ls,
Service six Tickets, @ Is,
Draft Nisi Prius Record, eighteen folio,
*
_ Engrossing, 12s, Motion for Trial, 3s 4d,
Attendance on Trial,
Motion for Judgment on Postea,
Reading Postea, &c.
Entry of Warrant on the Roll,
Drawing and Entry of Judgment,
Draft Judgment Roll, 20 folio, 2Os, Engrossing, 13s 4d,
Entry of three Continuances on Roll,
Draft Costs, four folio, 4s; Engrossing, 2s,
Copy for Defendant’s Attorney, 2s 6d, Notice Taxing, Is,
Service, 1 s, Attending to tax Costs, ls,
Execution and Precipe, 4s 4d, Postages, 5s,
Term Fees, lOs, Docket, 1s 6d,
.

ic3 10

2

5
6

0 2
0 1
0 2
0 4

6
0
0
0

0

0

2

6

0 4 4
0 1 0 4
0 6 0

018 0
015 4
5
3
1
3

0
4
0
0

0 5
1 13
0 6
0 6

4

1
0
0
0

0
0
0

3
2
9

4
0
0
6
0
4

011 6

El2 8 3
516 8
a
0 1 6 8
so 1 0
0 1 6
0 1 6
0 I 6

Taxed,
On e-ntering Cause, lOs, On Trial, 6s Sd,
Entering Warrant Attorney, &c.
Signing and Sealing Writ, and filing Precipe,
Filing Writ, 6d, Motion to Plead, ls,
Motion to Declare, Is, Filing Declaration, 6d,
Search for appearance, Is, Filing Similiter, 6d,
Signing and Sealing Destringas, and filing Precipe,
Filing Destringas and Return,
Signing and Sealing SubpcGna, and filing Precipe,
Signing and Sealing Nisi Prius Record,
Minuting Motion for Judgment on Postea,
Filing Postea, 6d, Three Continuances, 3s,
Taxing Costs, &c. 3s 6d, Filing Roll, 3s, Entering
Judgment, Is,
‘Signing Roll, 2s 6d, Signing and Sealing Execution, and filing Precipe, 1s 6d,
Filing Execution and Return, ls,On Docket, 1s 6d,

0 I

6

0 1 6
0 1 0
0 1 6
0
1
0 1 0
0

3

5

0 7 6
0

4

0 2

6

-

0
6

1 11

0

CLK.CIRCUIT. On entering Cause, 5s, Minuting Motion for

$06
Trial, 1 s,
Call Jury, hc. 1s 6d, Swearing four Witnesses
0 4
and Constable, 2s 6d,
Reading two Papers, Is, Taking Verdict, .ls 6d, 0 2
010
Postea,
SHERIFF .

On Service Writ, 7s 6d, Destringas, 9d, Trial, 2s 6d,

J URY .
On entering, 1 s, Swearing Witnesses, 1s 3d, Verdict, ls,
C O N S T A B L E . On Trial,
CRYER.

-

0
0

6
0
s

1 2 6
0 1 0 9
0 1 2 0
0

3

3

0

,l

0

g23

2

1
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S U P R E M E COWRT.

John Doe,
VS.

Costs on Verdict for Defendant.

Richard Roe.
Retainer, 15s, Warrant Attorney, &c. 2s 3d,
Corn. Bail, 3s 4d, Notice, Appearance and Service, 2s,
Search for Declaration,
General Issue, Is, Copy 6d,
Copy for Plaintiff’s Attorney, and Service,
Notice of Set Off, 2s, Copy and Service, 2s)
Summons for partic. Plaintiff’s demand,
Copy and Service, 1s 6d, Attending before Judge, Is,
Order, Is, Copy and Service, 1s 6d, Attendance, Is,
Brief for Trial,
One Subpoena, 3s 4d, Precipe, ls, Five Tickets, Is,
Five Services, @ Is,

go17
0 5
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 4
0 1
0 2
0 3
0 1 0
0 9
0 5

CIRCUIT.

1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Attendance, &c. on Trial;
Motion for Judgment on Postea,
Reading Postea, &c. ls, Entering Warrant on Roll, 3s,
Drawing and Entry of Judgment,
Draft Judgment Roll, 20 folios, 2Os, Engrossing, 13s 4d,
Entry of three Continuances on Roil,
Drft. Costs, four folio, 4s, Engrossing, 2s,
Copy for Plaintiff’s Attorney, 2s 6d, Notice Taxing, ls,,
Service, Is, Attending Taxing of Costs, Is,
Execution and Precipk, 4s 4d, Postages, 5s,,
Term Fees,, lOs, Docket, 1s 6d,

5
3
4
5
13
6
6
3
2
9
1 1

a311
COUNSEL.

CLEHK.

Taxed,
Entering Warr’t Att’y, &c. ls, Appearance, ls, EO 2
Filing Common Bail, Gd, Search, ls,
0 I
Filing Plea, 6d, Signing, Sub. and Filing Precipe,
1s 6d,
0 2
Signing and Sealing Nisi Prius Record,
0 1
Minuting Motion for Judgment on Postea,
0 1
Filing Postea, 6d, three continuances, 3s,
0 3
Taxing Costs, &c. 3s 6d, Filing Roll, as,
0 6
Signing Roll, 2s 6d, Signing and Sealing Exon.
and Filing Precipe, 1s Cid,
0 4
Filing Exon. and Return, ls, on Docket, 1 s 6d, 0 2

CLK.CIRCUIT. Entering Cause for Trial,

Minuting Motion for Trial,
Calling Jury,
Swearing Witnesses and Constable,
Reading two Papers,
Receiving Verdict,
Postea,

go

0
4
0
4
4
0
0
6
0
4
6
3

5 1 6 8
0
6
0
6

0
6
6

0
6

5

0

010

0

0 1
0 1
0 2
0 1
0 1

3
4
0
6
6
0
0
6
6
0
4
0

1.

4

6

1

2

6

0
6
6
0
6

SHERIFF .

On Trial,

0

2

6

CRYER.

On Trial, &c,

0

2

3

C ONSTABLE .

Ditto,

0

1

0

012

0

JURY.

iii-712
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EXAMPLE ‘OF TAXABLE COSTS BY THE PROPOSED NEW TABLE OF FEES.
S U P R E M E COURT.

John D o e ,
Costs on Verdict and Final Judgment for Plaintiff.
VS.
Richard Roe. 3
HiL vat. Instrtictions to sue,
*Letter,
Process, 5s, Copy, 2s 6d,
Entry Docket, ls, Attending to file, Is,
5!%2ity.
Declaration,
Motion to Plead, 3s 4d, Rule, Is,
Term Fee,
Search for Appearance,
Copy Declaration for Defendant’s Attorney,
Service,
Demand of Plea, ls, Copy and Service, 1s 6d,
Similiter, 1 s, Copy and Service, 1s 6d,
Summons for partic.. Is, Copy and Service, 1s 6d, .
.
Attendance before Judge,
Affidavit of Service, and engrossing,
Order for partic. ls, Copy and Service, IS 6d,
Attending Jugde on order, (it being resisted),
Particulars of Plaintiff’s demand, two folio,
Copy> 1 s, Service, Is,
Notice of Trial, Is, Copy and Service, 1s 6d,

*
ZOll
*o 5

Subpoena, 5s, Six Tickets, @J ls,

Servic’e of six Tickets, @ ls,
Nisi Prius Record,
brief fur Trial,
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0 1
0 3
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0
4
0

0 1 6 8
010 0

CIRCUIT .

.
-L!Yl-iC?iS*

COUNSEL.

JUDGE ,
CLEftIC.

Entry Docket for Trial,
Motion for Trial,
Attending Trial,
Term Fee, 5s, Motion for Judgment on Postea, 3s 4d,
Rule for Judgment, Is, Judgment Docket, ls, Attending
to file, Is,
Judgment Roll,
Roll Docket, Is, Attending to file, ls,
Drft. Costs, four folio, 4s, Engrossing, 2s,
Copy to Defendant’s Att’y, 2s, Notice of Taxation, Is,
Copy and Service, 1s 6d, Attending Taxation, 3s ad,
Execution, 5s, Postages, 53,

Taxed,
(if continued,) Entry, lOs, Trial, 6s Sd,
Signing Writ, ls, Entering Cause, 2s,
Filing Declaration, Gd, Rule to Plead, ls,
Search, Is, Signing Subpoena, Is,
Filing Postea and judgment Docket,
Roll Docket, ls, Taxing Costs, 2s 6d,
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0 6 0
0 3 0
0 410
0 10 0
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Signing Roll, 1 s, Filing Roll, 1 s,

so 3 0
0 1 6
0 2 0
0 1 0
0 3 6
0 2 0

Signing Execution,

.
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0

014 0

A P P E N D I X. ]

cliii,

ON JUDICIAL INQUIRY.
Brought

forward,

-

CLKCIRCWIT. Entering for Trial, 5s, Motion for Trial, ls,

Calling Jury,
Swearing four Witnesses and Constable, @ 6d,
Reading two Papers, @ 6d,
Taking and Recording Verdict,
Postea,
SHERIFF.

0
0

6

0

1
2

0

0
0

1
1

0
6

0

6

8
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Entering, 1 s, Call Jury, ls, Verdict, ls, Swearing Witnesses, 1s 9d,
C O N S T A B L E . On Trial,
CRYER.

S UPREME
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Serving Process, 5s, On Trial, 2s 6d,
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C O U R T;

John Doe,
Costs for Defendant on Verdict.
VS.
Richard Roe,
Instructions to defend,
Hilury.
Corn. Bail, 3s 4d, Attending to file, Is,
Notice
of appearance, Is, Copy and Service, Is 6d,
.
Term Fee, 5s, General Issue and Copy, 5s,
Notice of Set Off, two folio,
Copy and Service, 1
Sum. for partic. ls, Copy and Service, 1s 6d,
Attendance for same before Judge,
Order, ls, Copy and Service, 1s 6d,
Attendance before Judge for Orders,
Brief for Trial,
One Subpoena, 5s, Five Tickets, @ Is,
Service of Tickets,
l
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0
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CIRCUI[T.

Trinity.

COUNSEL.

C LERK .

Attending Trial,
Term Fee; 5s, Motion for Judgment on Postea, 3s 4d,
Rule for Judgment, Is, Judgment Docket, ls,
Attending to file,
Judgment Roll,
Roll Docket, Is, Attending to file, Is,
Drft. Costs, four folio, 4s, Engrossing, 2s,
Copv for Plaintiff’s Attorney,
Notice of Taxation,
Copy and Service,
Attending Taxation,
Execution, 5s, Postages, 5s,
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Taxed,
Signing Subpoena,
Filing Postea and Judgment Docket,
Roll Dock’et,
Taxing Costs,
Signing Roll,
Filing Roll,
Signing Execution

so
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0
0
0
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Carried forward,
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l

Brutight forward,

CLILCIRCUIT. Entering Cause for Trial,

IMotion for Trial,
Calling Jury,
Swearing Witnesses and Constable,
Reading two papers,
Taking and Recording Verdict,
Postea,
SHERIFF.
CRYER.
CONSTABLE*

g12 18 2
go 5 0
0 10.
0 1 6
0 2 6
0

1

0
0

1 6
6 8

0

Ori Trial,
On Trial, ls, Calling a Jury, Is, Recording Verdict, 1 s,
Swearing Witnesses, 9d,
On Trial,

S UPREME

019 2
0 2- 6
0
0

3
2

9
6
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6

1

C O U R T.

John Doe,
Costs on Judgment by Default,.
VS.
Richard Roe,
.-a 13
Instructions to S’ue,
Hil vat.
Letter,
Process, 5s, Copy, 2s 6d,
Entry Docket,. Is, Attending to file, Is,
Trinity.
.
Declaration,
Attendance to file,
Motion to Plead, 3s 4d, Rule, Is,
Term Fee, 5s, Search for Appearance, Is,
Common Bail, (See Stat.)
Interlocutory Judgment, 1 s, Attending to, file, l’s,,
Attending for Certificate Interlocutory Judgment,
Attending Judge on assessing Damages,
Judgment Doiket, Is, Attending to file, ls,
Roll, 16s 8d, Roll Docket, Is, Attending file, Is,
Draft Cost, 3s, Engrossing, 1s 6d, Attending taxation, 3s 4d,
Execution, 5s, Postages, 5s,.

.
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0
0
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5
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0
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CLERIC.

JUDGE ..
S HERIFF .
CRYER..

$0
Signing Writ, Is, Entering Cause, 2~;.
Filing Declaration, 6d, Search, ls,
0
Interlocutory Judgment, Is, Certificate, 6’d,
0
Rule to Plead, Is, Entering AssessedDamages, Is, 0
Filing Judgment Docket, Is, Taxing Costs, 2s 6d, 0
Signing Roll, Is, Filing Roll, Is, Signing Execu0
tion, Is,
(If continued,‘)
(Exclusive of Mileage,)
s
On entering Cause,.

3 0
1 6
1 61
2 0.
3

6.
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0 5 o0 1 0
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NOTE.-The costs of Judgment by Default by the old Ordinance;. average between
E8 and %9,
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ON JUDICIAL INQUIRY.

A PPENDIX .]

S UPREME

C O U R T.

John Doe,
Costs of Suit settled after Entry and before Judgment.
vs.
Richard Roe,
Instructions to Sue,
Hii. vat.
Letter,
Process, 5s, Copy, 2s 6d,
Entry Docket, Is, Attending to file, Is,
Declaration, lOs, Attending to file, ls,
Motion to Plead, 3s 4d, Rule, Is,
Term Fee,
Search, for Appearance,
Common Bail, (see Stat.)
Interlocutory Judgment, Is, Attending to file, ,ls,
Motion to discontinue, 3s 4d, Rule, Is,
Draft Costs and Copy,

go11
0 5
0
0

Signing Writ,

Entering Cause,
Filing Declaration,
Rule to Plead,
Search,
Interlocutcry Judgment, 1 s, Certificate, 6d,
Entering Rule to discontinue,

SHERIFF .

(If continued.) Entry of Cause,
(Exclusive of Mileage,)

CRYER.

On Entering,

JUDGE .

$0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
0
1
1
1
1

7 6
2 0

011 0
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C LERK .

8
0

0
0
6
0
0’
6
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
5
1
3
2
4
3

4
0
0
4
0
4
0

&

0

2

0 8 0
010 0

0
0

5
1

0
0

John Doe,
Costs of Suit settled before Return of Writ, not Bailable.
vs.
Richard Roe, t ,
Instructions,’
go11
Letter,
0 5
Writ,
0 5

8
0
8

’

The Fees by the old Ordinance, would have been about E4 17 6.
S UPREME C O U R T.

COPY,
C LERK .

2

El

4

2
6

$1

5

$

0 1

Signing and Sealing Writ, Is, Filing Writ, 6d,
Exclusive of Sheriff.
Cost of Process as now charged by the old Ordinance is
d!zl 6 1 1
Clerk,
0 2 6
ZGl
Exclusive of Sheriff.
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